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Presidential
finalists
visit campus,

.

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Dr. Paul Burtness, the first
of eight presidential· finalists,
visited the UNI campus,
Thursday, June 24, to tour tho
university and meet with
administrators, employee·s,
and students for a question
and answer session.
A native of _C bicaso, Burt•
ness regard s himself as a
faculty member who has
always enjoyed teaching. Be·
fore retiring as an administrator, he would like to return
to teaching. .
His philosophy on the job of
an administrator is to improve
the quality of research and
learning, whether it be in the
classroom, a library, or a lab.
In the area of student
services, he explained that as a
commuter school, UNI was
restri~ted, primarily by the
lack of funds available. In his
experience at Northern Illinois
University; a residential
school, he noted that - the
Univel'sity had an obligation to
sponsor lectures and provide ·
entertainment to maintain student morale. The opposite
should pertain at UNI. Although, Intramural Sports, he
added, has increasingly oeen
attracting a great deal of
interest at community colleges /
and commuter universities,
and views them as an important part of student life.
·
The inevitable question was
raised regarding presidential
accessib'ility to members of the
university. Burtnes~ replied
that he was not sure which
style he would adapt; whether
he would serve as a "visable
president" as did former UNI
president Jerome Sachs, or - a
, "remote president" , as was
Mullen. He does, however,
stress an advocation of an
open-door policy.
PresidentiaLaccessibility, /he
explained, is governed by the
situations within the university. With the current financial
state of Northeastern Illinois

Uni v;rsi ty, he believes the
principle responsibility of the
Former President James Mullen [far left} watches as portrait is unv~iled.
president is to increase the
level of state support.
- The present UNI budget is
"unacceptable" in his opinion.
.
He cited that 85% of the
.
university budget is marked
for personnel, and only 15%
for noa-pei:SQnpek,-liis--sol tion
representative of"Mullen's robe
completed the portrait in three
to the percentage differentia
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
colors
from the University· of
calls for presidential legislative
Invited members ·o f the weks. As an artist, 0lson said
Pennsylvania.
The figure is
she
tried
to
capture
both
the
interaction with the Board of
university, friends, and curioscomfortably
posed
holding a
leadership
quality
and
inner
Governors, the Board· of
ity seekers with large appetites
large red book; the artist's
Higher Education, ·and the
attended a catered _farewell personality of the departing
pei:sonal. copy' of Plato's Reoffices in Springfield.
reception for UNI president pr!Jsident. In order to capture
public.
Mullen's
personality
on
canHe projects that a complete
resign James Mullert, Thurs"He appears to be a verytum aboufleading to financial
day, June 24, and viewed the vas, prior to preliminary
bi;iokish man," Olson comstability may take 3-4 years. · ~nveiling of an oil painting_ of sketches, she came to know
mented, "a : liberal thinker, a
At present, he views little time
the president. The 3'x4' port- Mullen as "a very quiet man;
man that has ideas of how the
for presidential socializing at a . rait, painted by Pat Olson, will a - dreamer; gentle, a true
world should be."
university like Northeas~m, ~be hung' in the Presidential romantic at heart. During the
The painting was her first
weekend
sittings
at
her
home,
' however, he stated that he
Conference Room, second
commissioned
portrait for
Olson
said
Mullen
appeared
would feel entirely comfortable
floor, Beehive Building, along
wh1cµ
Olson
received
a rather
"as
comfortable
as
an
old
meeting with university perwith.Ji portrait of former UNI
handsome sum:
shoe.,,_She tried to convey this
sonnel grievances . if selected
president Jerome Sachs . .
·.Oth~r works painted by Pat
for the position.
Olson, a University Without . in the painting.
With regards to , student ' Walls (UWW) student and a · The portrait is rendered • Olson are displayed near the
stai~ay on the second floor-of
painting/design instructor at' primarily in dark somber
. [cont'd on pg. 3)
the Beehive Building.
Chicago Acadeltly ·_ of Art, colors; blue and crimson;

'Mulleri -remembered'
in
- .
new E ortrait

B ~rke h o p es for 'advo cate' role
•

by_Carol Jean Zalatotjs
_ UNI presidential candidate
Dr. William Burke visited the
Northeastern Illinois University campus, Tuesday,_ June 29,
with the hopeful dream of
occupying the office on the
second floor of the Beehive
Building.
An obviously more personable and outgoing candidate
than was Dr. Burtness; also
under consideration, Burke
· met with members of the
university throughout the day
to air his views on university
matters.
Having toured-'-the university, Burke expressed his beliefs
on the primary wea knesses
and obvious strengths at UNI.

•

I

-.

He cited that administrative with their jobs, their salaries,
instability and inexperienced the students they teach, and
long · term leadership consti- the university as a whole. It is
~utes a weak institution. It is his opinion that the faculty
his conviction that UNI is in has fajth in the future
need of a strong decision d~velopment of the university
maker; an individual sensitive and it is faith that helps future
to the needs of the people.
goals become reality. He was
A tension within the faculty also pleased to see many well
body seems appiµ-ent and a qualified -instructors on · long
need for an academic master term contracts.
plan outlining the university's
During the afternoon quesfuture is evident. A~though the tion and answer session, a
proble~s facing UNI are member 9f the faculty adoverwhelming in his opinion, dressed the issue of collective
Burke said they were not - bargaining and the inp1,1t
discouraging. He noted that rights bei~g denied to departUNl's strength rests with the ment
chairpersons.
Dr.
faculty . He stated -that the Burke's only reply centered on
faculty members whom he has the point that faculty arguing
met with are noteably pleased can be minimized ·through

open discussion on all levels.
The idea of •career oriented ·
job training within the university versus Higher Education
liberal arts instruction was
discussed and Burke replied.
His expressed philosophy was
that solely skill oriented
programs should not_ be the
primary ,responsibility of a
university, . but continued to
say that a - university has a
responsibility to itself to prep
students for _the job world.
Individualized study programs and internships , he
added, are · beneficial for a
select few. However, he stated
that not all students can profit
(cont'd on page 3)
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s tyled suits, and a cocky .
July 4 trip. Those of us who
lit titude that doesn't include
attended the meeting dispute
g eL ting your hands dirty .
Kozinski's (sic) allegations
When I hear of minorit y
'that we berated, intimidated or
discrimination, I say where?
abused the Senate in any way.
We spoke only to educate an~
inform the Senate about the
A myth commonly spread ·
Dear Editor:
purpose . of the trip was
value of the trip to the UNI
on campus, is that of urban
In •response to the Admini--'fo the editor,
"political."
'the
Senate community. Although Kozinblight and the lack of open
s tra tion 's _recent announceI qave enjoyed reading the
though, has not questioned the
ski (sic) is unclear as to how
housing
. As Mike Royko
ment, via the Print, of their Print ever since I've been here
use of student · fees for
the charge of, racism can be
pointed out in his column of
dissatisfaction with their man• at ·'Northeastern, but I am
similarly " political" functions.
made in this case, he can find
June 16, there is no evidence
agement team's performance totally disgusted at the garTh~ Political Science Club, folr
clear example of it in his own
to support the contention that
in the Plant, Planning (not to bage which the "dove" may . example, attended a Model
newspaper. The reference to property values and general
include Security - they may think is poetry. I feel that as a . United Nations Convention in
Mike Newman and Miguel in high upkeep will remain the
respond with other rhetoric); poet I am being mocked.
New York, and the Feminist ' the Print (classifieds) is a clear same with the advent of blacks
we from the basement wish to Poetry should be original, an~
Club was permitted to use
example of · racism. We find and minorities, but there is
p~ovide your readers with an should not be conceived of as
University vehicles to attend
this objectionable because it plenty of evidence to suggest
additional viewpoint on that preconceived forms, that must
the recent ERA rally in
implies that only someone with t:i~at neighborhoods rapidly
department's· problems.
. assert a certain pattern, such
Springfield.
hispanic origins could have decline as whites leave. Look
It is truly a paradox that for as rhyme. Poetry does not
When their first argumen(
supported the UPRS request.
at Austin, .Woodlawn, etc. etc.
many years the same "magic- have to rhyme to be good, as failed, the senators challenged
Signed by the people who I can understand that the
ian" who givelh the job!:! is the "Dove" apparently thinks, the trip for economic reasons.
attended the June 7 people of Marquette Park are
still practicing his magic by especially as the rhyme is not They argued that duos should
Senate meeting: anxious to keep out the
taking them away. One defi- · consistent. It seems to me, be denied special requests to
Miguel Santiago, UPRS undesirable elements, having
nitely is in need of a scorecard from reading some of the prevent them from depleting
Alfred Mendz, Que Ondee Sola worked hard all their lifi to
to ·follow the "changing of the "Dove's" productions, that their budgets for frivolous
Lisa Pecchia, Feminist Club own a home.
guard" game which is played rhyme is just thrown in when reasons because Student Fees
Roger Guerra, student
Talk about injustice, where
each few years.
convenient, and not as a traft. had overspent its budget.
Jaime De Jesus, F.U.S.P. was the justice for the woman
In i:eference to the audit; Poetry should be original; each These " austerity" arguments
Maru Marzotto, shot in the head on the Dan
and disclosure of the lack of poem should have some new were irrele~ant since UPRS
Sociology Dept. Ryan, by a roving band of
coordination of planning on idea to express, or some new was asking for no additional
Ronald Glick, Sociology Dept. "super flies." How about the
e'very level, we feel it usually , way to say it in, not a re-hash money. UPRS merely sought
Daniel:- J. Stem, elderly white man who lost his
starts out from the top and of old cliches, as "Thoughts by approval of a cha,nge of
Sociology Dept. sight to a marauding - black
works its way down. Mr. the Dove" is full of. It is destination from New York to
Samuel Betances, while he was working in his
Mendel , the most recent embarrassing to me as an Philadelphia. Because it is a
Sociology Dept. yard. Why is it these gutless
department head, having the individual and as a poet, that shorter distance to Pa. than
slobs do not venture into white
least amount of tenure int11s such nonsense should be- N.Y., and therefore , cheaper,
Dear Editor:
neighborhoods
like Marquette
ever changing restructured printed in a college newspaper. the UPRS request was actualAs an. enlightened graduate
Park
to
try
their
violence on
position, has the ,inique know- One of the lines in " Dove's" ly an economic one.
of UNI of two years now, I
someone more their equal?
ledge of being compared to " A. repertoire, addressed "To all
would like · to express some
Other senators argued that
The list could go on and on.
Cox " reminiscent of that the beautiful people" is: "You the trip to P}liladelphia would
ideas on how an individual can
Enough
said that most people
distant Saturday night mas- make our lives a bit more not benefit the "majority" of
change their attidues after
are
afraid
to travel south of
sacare of some time ago. · Mr. bearable," and' you, as editor, UNI students and therefore
being in the business world a
the loop. ·People who never
Mendel was unable to correct would certainly make life much was a misuse of student funds.
while.
perpetrated an act of prejudice
in 10 mon ths what the more bearable if you did NOT The same senators rarely
It 's amazing really, as . an
against
anyone in their life
"magician" has accomplished print such horrors ·to the question whether football,. peridealistic ~ollege stude9t,. you
being
shot
cold blooded.
in 9 years of hard work. Alas, English language, a s those sonal athletic awards purare swep t up in the ~ gre~t
Senseless. ,I , just• don't underhe is only human, and not a perpetrated by "The Dove. "
liberal
tine,
•or'
equ'
a
l'ityv
itnd
chased with student fees, or
stand it. It's funny. that liberal
magician, best of all he has
Sincerely,
the senators own salaries, . justice.._ for all: 'You believe the
idea:s-can
change over night. A
learned first hand how "our"
Rose Lesniak · benefit the majority of stuinjustices are the fault of a '
Chicago
cop
recently told me
University really works.
Out There Magazine/ dents at UNI. The economic
great., ominous monster known
of the girl who wanted to be a
as
the
establishment
.
.Communicatio~has been a
Apocalypse
Poetry
.
arguments seemed particularly
,..
I work f<_>r one of the large · social worker, and refused to
" one way Corrigan" from the
weak in light of Student Fees
corporations that is a part of believe that anyone could rip
3rd floor downward. We have
recent appropriation of $300 to
this "monster." I soon learned .her off, if she made it clear
eliminated the 2nd floor of any
CCAB for balloons (sie) and
In response to..,-Kozinski's
that
the injustices are going I how liberal she was. · She
. culpability- in this matter, as (sic) comments on the Student
buttons to publicize their
against the very people you mov~ into an apartment · on
we have never seen_ the Senate meeting where the
organization on campus.
Roosevelt Road, and for her
president nor have we received Union , for Puerto Rican StuBecause neither the political · wouldn't think. The middle
troubles
received a beating and
class
white.
Having
worked
for
any communication during his dents, (UPRS) requested per·
nor the economic argument is
stabbing that left her within
1
this
company
part
time
while
te~ure in office. Mr. Skvarla, mission to travel to Philadelvalid, it is clear that the
in college for the better part of an inch of life.
Mr. Crampton and Mr. Ortin- phia, we students and faculty
senators challenge of the
If this letter brands me as a
au have been ,around (long who· attended the meeting and
three years, I was told that the
UPRS request was based on
racist, as I know it will, I just
before President Jim) enough supported UPRS would like to
future is with the ones , who
criteria that did not apply to
don't care. What I have stated
to know about the "magician " address the crucial political other groups. The senators
have proven themselves.
is
fact, I no longer attend this
Mr. George and Mr. Knack • and economic issues, and the
Wrong.
discriminatory use of by-laws,
school, so I won't be able to
bygone onetime key figures in meaning of racism as it applies
Top management positions
procedures, vetos, and overread of any rebuttals. But
are being doled out to blacks
that department, know about · to this controversy.
rides , represented a biased
. kiddies, I don't give a damn.
attitude towards "the progres- · and minorities with , little
the " ma¢cian."
On June 1, the Student Fees
Don Krassner
qualifications except smartly
It would seem that the Committee approved a UPRS _ sive-Puerto Rican students. As
the ~uppbrters charged, this is
Capital Development Board
(cont'd on page 5)
transfer of travel money 'within
institutional racism; the selecand the Board of Governors
their own budget· to att;end a
tive use of institutional forms
have just learned of our
conference in Philadelphia.
against
this particular organi" magician"; or vice-versa,
OthE)r groups ,includ!ng the
· whichever will play in Peoria.
Chicano Student Union and zation. And this was not the
As we all anxiously await
Que Ondee Sola made similar first time that the Puerto
the selection of our new
requests. The Senate reviewed Rican students have been
President, be cognizant of the
and challenged only the UPRS dragged through the student
government bureaucracy to
fact that we also have a new
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northeastern
request.
acting President and an acting
defend line item transfers, a
At the June
7
Senate
Illinois
University. Published weekly, this paper is paid
.
·I
Vice President. It is rumored
meeting, a group of senators procedure which is generally
for by student fees an4 largely the work of Northeastern
that our new. . . Acting Vice
tried to block the July 4th trip p~ssed without question by
students. Material published herein_is not to be confused ·
President possesses a degree in
challenging the r~quest on the Student Fees committee.
with v_iews expressed by the Univer:sity administration.
The Senate's actions repre·
Physical Education, that will
PRINT is located in E-214, phone 583-4050, ext. 459.
political -and
economic
undQubtedly come in handy
sented
a form of political
Editor-in-Chief... .......... ........................ R,6bert J. Kosinski
grounds. The senators charged
aloqg 'w ith her youth and
Associate Editor.................... ........... Car9l Jean Zalatoris
that the UPRS request-violat- repressjon which is becoming
exp~rience, as she will have to
Ph~to Editor .. ..... .. ................................. :..... .Dolora Jung
ed a student · · by~law which · increasingly apparent in this
run i very hard to avoid the
Sports Editor........... .. ...... ............. ...... .. ··!···......Terry Frey
prohibit; ,t he use of student body. They· continuously atpitfalls constructed by the
Busine;s Manager._. .,.,., ....:•... ...... ... , ............ ~Rita Harmata
fees for activities " rela!,ed to tempt to quash (sic) progres"magician. "
Graphics E_ditor..._...... .... .... :...·.. .. ......... .._.. ... ... ....•Tack Welt
partisan electoral politicai par- sive ' political acth'. ity by_
-It is hard to believe that our
Staff: Laurence.Brittan, ,J akki Freedman;' Ann F. Holda,
ties." (pg. 27 Student Activi- whatever methods available, .
Presidental Selection CommitTom - Lasser,' Connie Lucki, Mary• Peterson, Pauline
ties Handbook). Attending the including racism. .
tee could pass up • our new · Bicentennial Convention · can, - , 'Kozinski's (sic) ffl"ticle furPhillips, Ron Stein, Robert Trahan, Patti W ellbank,
Acting President for considerther
states
that
the
senators
Nancy Wilson
1
in fact, hardly be equated with
. ation as a viable Presidential
Photographers: Steve Flamich, Cindy Hagerty, Paul
campaigning for Carter or were " berated" a~d "intimi- .
candidate - we hear tell he ' Ford out some senators dated on all fronts " by UPRS
Manda
·
has "magic." '
_
members
and
Soci~logy
faculCartoonists:
Tom
Hamill, Mark Schultz
main;ained that the request
A View From The Tunnel
~
should be deniea because the . ty who came to support the

letters

the stall

.

,.

/
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commentary

The man lwho COULD ·be king
even the fac,t that he dresses a
affairs it would have been
by Robert J. Kosinski
perfectly unders tandable if ·
So met h in g d is t urbed me lot like ex-Resident James " He
who
governs
best,
governs
some forgot whether they were
terribly a week ago. This guy
saying "hello" to Burtness or
named Burtness came ' to least" Mullen. It was some" good-bye" to Mullen.
Northeast ern on June 24 and .. thing m~ch .deeper, and much
Burtness was told about
said he want ed to be our , more frightening.
Paul
S.
Burt
ness
is
the
only
past
presidents. and said he
president . .
wasn't sure whether he would
Now, keep in mind that I am one of the presidential finalists
act in the ''i'm never too busy
not easily disturbed (the only who calls Illinois his home.
Since
1970,
he
has
held
the
to . .. " manner as did Jerome
things t hat consistently sucSachs or in Mullen ' s " Go
position
of
Acting
•
Dean
of
c·eed in having that effect are
away,' I'm---A. busy, B.
bad t raffic accidents, t orna- Liberal Arts and Sciences from
out of town, C. sleeping" type
does and green fruit) , but this Nort hern Illinois University
following
two
years
as
Assistof attitude.
Burtness fellow presented' an
He said he would always try
opposing figure as he con- ant to the Executive Viceversed with members of the ·president at that institution. , to keep his door open ,
He has written several
however, \to concerned memNortheastern community, with
college
textbooks
and
says
he
bers of the faculty , Students
the shadow' of past perplexities
ha; a particular interest in
have to · go to their respective
surrounding him.
deans or the Yice-president J or
It has nothing to do with United States naval history.
His June 24 visit coincided
Student Affaiirs 'cause that's
t hat thin muscle which conDr. Paul Burt~~ (Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris).
with
the
farewell
reception
for
their job.
.
stantly pulsated from the side
If you don't want to deal
of his jaw, or the unlit pipe hE:. Mullen and as people jockeyed
the best of his ability, even if
with student~, Mr. Burtness, ty?
.
'
pretended to be smdking, or back and forth between the
1 ,.w on't say that '. " we pay
he happens to be president.
then
why
bother
with
faculty?
,,
A student leader from
Isn ' t that the job of the your salaries so you owe us
Northern
recently said to me,
something"
because
·
I'm
not
Vice-president for Acad~mic
" Burtness? He ' s an alright
Affairs? Or will you really that type and it's not quite
guy, I guess. "
true.
bother at allf
I
But
the
university
was
Maybe so. But president?
And then, ,Mr. Burtness ,
Well, " muGh of the same"
what is your job? Or for that instituted for the sole purpose
doe~n•t appeal to me. Green
•
matter, what are the jobs and · of serving its students and
fruit is starting to look a lot
responsibilities of all those ~veryone working for it should
better, though.
-associated with this universi- be striving toward that end to

Se\hate ·fills
•

committee vacancies

by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Sen~te of
Northeastern appointed members -to its various committees
and councils at a meeting of
June 28. The meeting, .marred
by obstreperous behavior from
senators, spontaneous fit:3 .,of ..
· anger from t~ 1 P,.re,ifMD4;.l,~
Chairman, and personal innuendos, exercised compliance
with the senate by-law providing for the yearly appointment
of individuals to senate committee positions prior to July
1.

The council/ committee, thefunction · and the newly appointed members are as follows:
.The Student Fees and
Allocations Committee - To
establish policies and procedures for the distribution of
student fees and the allocation
of these funds each year.
Mike Donatucci
Kathy Konopasek
Robert J . Kosinski
Judy Mador
James Payette
Dennis Shaw
The Charter Review Boarc;l
- An advisory board to the
Student Senate ~ hose function
is to review and recommend
suspension and approval of
any student clubs or organization's charter of recogniti1on.
Robert Gerowitz
Judy Macior
Julie Prorok
Ava Stein
John Well
Student Affairs· Couiicil
Working with the Faculty
Senate and the Department of
Student Affairs, its function is
to develop 'student Affairsrelated policies and act as a
redress committee in cases
involving student affairs.
Roger Guerra
Robert J .•Kosinski
James Payette

Ava Stein
John Welt
Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Board Policy Monitor·
ing Committee - A campus
advisory board fQr the review
of Board of Governors policies.
Marshail ffronaugh
ear.o1 ,ean°'ZAlii'tori
.• ·
(eont'd from page I)
1'j,~ki;g'°' A'pp~ s "Board . Committee authorized for - the
approval or disapproval of
from non-traditional learning
sity committees. Although
In reviewing his daily
parking tickets given to stuapproaches. He favors new it'inerary, Burke made a special
students are granted a limited
dents on university property
approaches only because "for- request to speak with campus
form of representation on
and subsequently appealed.
mally structured education student leaders. In the evenadvisory committees, Lasser
Thomas Lasser
leaves much to be desired." A ing, members of the Student
stated that he would like to see
Robert J . Kosinski
surging rise in the field of Government and Print met
students given the opportunity
James Payette
• modern technology has led with Dr. Burke to discuss
to voice their opinions .on
Carol Jean Zalatoris
_ many people to believe that specific student problems.
matters such as budgets,
Campus Planning - Review
the old "chalk and blackIn his m~ny years working ' tenure and faculty matters
and advise upon decisions
board" method is obsolite.
that inevitably affect students.
dosely .with the Student
related to Campus PlEfnning.
Burke views the president's Government, Treasurer Tom
Burke's solution was for the
Robert McDonald
job as an advocate position. A Lasser introduced :the problem
students to establish commitKathy Zyrkowski
president; he said, has an of students not being allowed
tees parallel to the faculty
Affirmative Action Commitinternal decision making re- to participate in major univercommittees.
tee - Review and ·advise upon
sponsibility to serve in the
decisions and policies related
best interest of the human
to the University's Affirmative
needs of the university. He
Action Program.
elaborated further saying that
as an effective advocate,_ a·
Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Student Activities
president must not be a yes
Space Committee ,- ·To advjse .man to the Board of , Goverthe administration on the
nors, rather, he must attempt
I
allocation of university space
to advocate and sucure funds
to /Student A.c tivities (apart
to better the institution.
(cont'd from page 1)from the Commuter Center).
He said the president must
be a representative to promote
Roger Guev a
the image of the university. He
Thomas Lasser
must see to it that the school grievances, Burtness felt that
Mike Newman
collective bargaining, he admaintains a favorable reputa- it is the responsibility of the ' dressed the teachers saying
tion that will enc~urage incom- elected student government - that an agreement at this time
The Constitution Revision
Committee was abolished, subing students to attend.
r epresentatives to dictate and . would rais~ great p f'oblems
"Maintaining high a~demic handle student related _ matject to the approval of the
with the present loopholes in
quality is where it's at."
proposed constitution.
the university's constitution . .
ters. On aQ administrative
Though appointments to
"The Jibrary program at a level, he believes that student
He ·advised that faculty memuniversity is the second back- complaints should be chan-·
other committees had to be
bers/ and administrators meet
bone," he said supportively. neled through the office of the
made and other senate busito discuss possible solutions.
Maintaining a modem library Vite-President of Student Af- ·
ness was on the agenda,
Following the 75 minute
facility in tune with student fairs, therefor~ deferring direct
President McDonald abruptly
question and answer session,
ana faculty n~s is always a presidential involvement.
adjourned the meeting after
Burtness and the audience
financial problem. He drew a
repeated failures in trying to
adjourned to an informal
Burtness strongly supports
comparison that "libraries afre competent civil service workmaintain order.
reception in the newly , conThe next Student Senate often like faculty members; ers, and views them as a vital
structed Commuter Center
it's a soft area to the budget part of university operations.
meeting will be on July 12 at
Student Onion Building.
cutter."
pm.
Regarding the issue of

Burke

J

...
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New billing procedure
hopes · to limit course
and fees -conjusiOn

KID'S COLLEGE desperately needs contributions · ' games,at hletic equipment, art and· crafts supplies, and money to buy
these t hings. Last year's supplies, once believed to be missing,
were recovered, however, the program is still in need of
replenishing. Donations will be gratefully accepted a t t he Office
of Womens Services. Call 583-4050 extension 503.
· WOMEN'S STUDIES . needs , volunteers to help staff t he
Resource Center (0-041) when it opens in the fall. If you can spare
option, and finally, t he total are n ot in d ebt to t he
by Tom La~ser
two or more hours a week and would like to spend time wqrking
credit hours for which the
By now, most students are
university when initially billed
wit h materials on· women, please contact Womens Services. familiar wit h the new registrastuden t is r egistered . The because a student fee bill only
Contributions of II?agazines, books, and other reading material tion p rocess for · t h e -Fall
· bottom portion of t h e bill reflects a student 's intent t0
relevant· to womens studies are also welcome. Their aims are Trimester. The University. has
(Statement of Fees and Asattend classes. Only when a
large, but the budget is small. Can you help?
se s s men ts) lists the cod e
also initiated a new billing
student 's bill is validated by
HAWAII -HONOLULU A special travel program has been procedure, for F all, for t he
number of the different fees
he cashier does his intent
arranged for t he Northeastern Illinois University community._ payment of t uition and fees.
assessed, the date, description
become a certainty.
The -schedules are to leave Chicago on. August' 26, 1976 by t he T he change is part of a
of the fee tra n saction , the
The original b ill will b e
Continental International DC-10 and to return from Hawaii on conversion by the University
charge for each fee, any credits
marked Bill No. 1, every new
September 2, staying 7 nights at the Travel Lodge Hotel near t he to go t o a fu ll comp uter
which mig ht a pply thru a
bill con secutively numbered,
beach. The total cost is $379 plus $15 of recent price increase. system.
waiver or a credit remaining on
(Bill No. 2, etc.) being issued
This cost includes air fares , hotel of double occupation, transfers,
a student 's account from a
After registering for classes,
for every change in registrain _flight meals , lei greeting , sightseeing, on e continental the information is fed into the ~ P! evious ,term thru overpay - tion, through the add / drop
breakfast for briefing and escort. There are only a few reserved Integrated Student Informament, etc. , a n d fi nally a n
process. Bills must be taken
seats and rooms available. Those interested must pay the whole tion System : This system ,
account balance.
care of in numerical order,
fare before July 26, 1976. Contact Dr. Kiang , S-344B or Ext. 786, when comb ined with the
· The original bill is . sent to
when neces-sary.
or Mr. Tom Lazar, Nortown Travel Service, 2617 W . Devon Ave. · Integrated Business l nforma- the student and the other two
Chicago Ill., 60646 (R04-6264 ).
copies are kept in the cashier 's
t iop Sy s t em , enables t h e
Any student who is not
office awaiting validation by
A NEW COURSE will be offered in the Economics Dept. this comput er to au tomatically
v a lida t ed b y t he due da te
pay ment or clearance . T h e
fall e ntitled 46-31 8 Introduct ion to Economet r ics and read the courses the student
printed on t he bill will be
s t udent det aches the t op
Forecasting . The new number of reference for regist ration is has registered for, and asses·cancelled. However, there will
portion of h is bill which
11698. Student s are urged to register for this course. For further ses the appropriate fees.
be a short period of a few day s
contains 'the class sch~ule for
information contact t he Dept. of Economics, S-225-H or call ext.
before cancellation is accomhis own information a n d
The student bill is printed in
765.
plished when stude~ts may
CAREER SERVICES is offering a special, five session ~eminar triplicate. The top portion of returns the bottom por tion still validate their bills by
during July and August to assist unemployed teachers in . the bill contains all informa- _(Statement of Fees and Aspayifig a $10.00 late registrasessments) to the cashier with
discovering alternate careers. Enrollment is limited and is on a tion relating to the courses the
tion f~.
his payment. Upon receipt of
first come, first serve basis. Those enrolling in the class p e student requested, i.e. course
If a student's current regexpected to attend all fiy e sessions. Classes will be held in room reference number, course sec-. t he bottom portion with his istration activates an assesspayment the cashier will mark ment which exceeds $125.00 he
B-°1 12 each Tuesday from 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. starting July 6, tion number, course title, the
1976 and terminating on August 3, 1976. Sign up in the day·and class meeting times of it " VALIDATED" and return can defer the balance over
it to the student as his receipt. $125.00 to the secoqd due date.
CAREER SERVICES office, room.B-117. Hurry, because only a each course, the building the
All bills must be returned for A $3.00 service charge is limited number of students can be enrolled in this program!
class is meeting in, the room
yalidation even if they are zero added to the student's bill for
YOU'RE INVITED TO " JOIN THE STAFF OF WZRD, number, the credit hours for
Northeastern's student radio station, in t he celebration of their each course and the grade ·: bills or · cr~ t bills. Students this privilege.
Second Anniversary on July 10th. Tlie station is having a picnic
~t Caldwell Woods, so come out and enjoy the fun. , Listen to
WZRD, 88.3 FM for full details.
.
Name
THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT would like to
SSN
announce a new course which will be introduced for the first time
Fall
, 1976
Date
in the Fall of 1976. The course is Polish I , and the subsequent
- C U lJ MSf
-- --- --- RE F . N O .
CPlJ AS f SECTI O N N O .
COUJtS E T I TLE
D A ·.C
~l
l
H
CL
A
SS
M
l
(l
1N
1,..
T
H,4:
,
~
courses, Polish II and Polish III; will be offered in forthcoming
11nun~
10071 EMODLFRENlOl 05 ELEMENTARY FRENCH 1 MF 0200-0 2SOPM
L21 101A 3 . 0 !AU
"trimesters.
10104 GMATii
141 03 CONCEPTS OF MATH 11 1,,R
0300-042SPM
jM30 202 - 3 . 0
This course, which is primarily for students of Polish origin but
10133 GMATII
361 61 I NTRO _MOD ALGEBRA' 1 MTR 0900-0950AM
IM30 206
4. 0
also for those who are interested in it, will cover the fundamentals
10140
REQr ST FOR NOK-EXIST SECT FATA]
10179
LHIST
320
02
AMERICAN COLONIAL 111 WF 0800- 0850~!
of Polish.
•
3 . 0 PF
IA.:. 2 _ 162
We are ·aware that there is a big percentage of students with
I
Polish ethnic backgrounds on our campus, and we assume that
I
i
' TO~AL C.REDI T HOURS
13.0
'I
·you, too, might be interested in t his unique course which will give
'
I'
you the rare opportunity to speak and understand the language
!
of your great ancestor s.
,,,.,,.,,,
•
REGISTRATION INFORMATION : Course Number: POLIII (O U, Time : 9 M T Th, 9 F (Lab )
1

n , 10 M

f

GR.

11P ·1 .

I

THE STUDENT SENATE will hold its next meeting on July
12 a t 7 pm at which vacancies• on the following committees will be
filled: Financial Aid Committee (1 and 1 alternate), the
Graduation Committee (3), the Parking Appeals Board (1 ). Tpe
sena te.will also attempt to fill vacancies on t he Search and Screen
for Physical.E ducation Director (1) and the Supreme Court (3).

HAPPY BIR)"H DAY•
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CJ PAY THI S •i1~'!0UNT:

- -

ACCOU1\IT BALANCE

--

/

'
244.00

I

$ 125. 00
6N OR BEFORE : 8- 15-76
PAY TIJ IS AMOUNT; S 122. 00
ON OR BEFORE : 9/7 /7 6
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PhOto exhibit .honors
'the -~orking ..ma:µ'
for Bicentennial

Page 5

.

The dignity, import ance ,
and indeed the romance of
work is depicted in the
Bicentennial photographic exhibit, " On ~t he Job in Illinois :
Then and Now," which will be
on display a f Northeas t ern
Illinois University, Bryn Mawr
at St . Louis Ave., July-12 Augus t L Portions of t he
display; will be exhibited at the
Village Square at the inside
entrance to the Commuter
·Center, in t he central. court of
the science building, and in the
Unicorn lounge in t he basement of the classroom building.

"The public is invited to view
this collection of more . than
200 photographs ranging back
nearly a century. The photographs were selected from a
collection of approximitely
5,000 which has been placed in
the archives- of the Illinois
S t ate Historical Library in
Spri ngfield as a permanent
r esource fo r future generations.
The e~hibit first was displayed at the Chicago Civic
Center in March and will be
shown a t v a ri~u s places
throughout Illinois during this

I ,

Bicentennial year.
Leslie F . Orear, presi~ent of
the Illinois Labor History
Society, says, " This exhibition
presents u s with a vivid
glimpse in to the world of
industria_l workers where
skiiled hands manipulate the
tools and machines that make .
the product s of our modern
way of life . . .Even where the
work seems routine, the beauty of t he human personality
radiates from ·the images. "
The Illinois Labor History
Societf is t he sponsor of the
project in cooperation with the
Illinois State AFL-CIO.
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II Comeourseenewus1yand·
enjdoy yourstelf at
1
opene p ace a
.

4535 N. Lincoln Ave., (312) 275-2680

I

Free Dancing Instructions Tues. & Thurs.
Cocktail hours Sunday-Friday 5:30-7 p·m.
Draft beer & cocktails at half price
No Call Brands
Plenty of parkmgava1lab1e · . biock soutn -
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the senators themselves. As I
10,000 students), one wouldn't
said · earlier, there was a
expect much interest in senate
general carnival atmosphere,
meetings. Even so, here are
and because of this most of the
some of the events that took
business was conducted as a
place; Committee reports , filbig joke. Finally, some. of the
ling vacancies on the various
senators just became too
s ena t e com m itt ees, a.. fi gh t
rowdy, and the chairman was
between one of the · senators
forced to close the meeting. I
and the chairman,. a general
do not want to mention any
carnival atmosphere, and final·
ly, the chairman adjourning · names, since those who were
guilty know who they were. I
the meeting because he could
am not totally innocent myno~ maintain order or . control.
self, I was caught up in the
Now don't get me wrong,
carnival atmosphere and swept
the chairman did just about all
away a .few times al~o.
he could to keep the meeting
The point I would like to
running sliloothly, even leavmake is this, it's time for the
ing the room a _couple of times:
s t udent senators to start
The main problem ,was with
acting their age. Many of the
seaators do not like the idea of
strict rules and claim that the
rules are unnecessary. I sub0",li"2...,..0:•r.a;,..a;•;,,;n;,,;";,,;-• ;,;";,;":,;";,;•:,;,.:,;•r.a;,.:,;•:,;,.;,;o;,;n;,;";,;"J''ji";,;"ili";,,;";,,•o;a;•;,,;-";,,;n;,;..-.t;w,l
mit that last Monday 's meet~~~~--~~~~--~--~--~~ -~---~
~
.
.
~
~
-.
~
ing is , in itself, proof t hat t hey
- are wrong. The meeting, for
M
;J.
~
(N;f;~~~~~J.,, - - - - - - - - - - - , ~
whatever reason, ended up in a
~
~
~~~
r
name-calling brawl. This was
the faul t of, not only t he chair ,
but of all t he senators. It is
time t hat t hese senators realize
~
M
~
~
that, supposedly, t hey are on
the senate to represent t he
students of Northeastern. It is
~~ '
M
U .
.
N not a place to quarrel over
.,
w
petty arguments and to call
l
BEARER
IS
ENTITLED
TO
!::
i
other names, or threaten
• l
w eaoh
each other:.It is the-clubs t hat
I PLA V ONE FREE GAME OF
are funded by the senate t hat
~Iii l
,J.
'II'
suffer the most because of t his
~~l I
RlaKO
t ype of behavior.
1111
. In conclusion, I would sta te
,JI,: l
AND CLAIM WINNINGS
t ha t either the chairman had
'
bett!)r start taking more direct
For game times, you must call
con t rot" of t he meetings or else
in advance - ext. 355, 356_
' he s h ould appoin t s om eon·e
,else t hat can, t hat ·t he senators
themselves should t ry harder·
NAME OF BEARER
· not' to be influenced by their
own personal opinions, (myself
;ii~ -----· < .. - - - - -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .l ~,~
included ), and to start t hinking about what is best for the
st udents in general and not
what is fo r his or her self .
Michael R. Newman
··H
. HEALTH SERVICES
M
Student Senator

An open letter to students:
There was a meeting of the
Student Senate last Monday
night. As a member of the
senate I feel the student body
. has a right to know what went
' o~ ~t;' that' m~ ting. Student ·
Senate meetings are open to ·
anyone who wants to attend,
but for some reason there are
seldom many,., yisitors of any
. kind. Those who do attend,
usually come because their
club 'is being discussed fqr
some reason, and leave as soon
as the discussion is •over:That's ok since there were less
than 600 people voting in the
last senate election (out of

:t· :· ·. ·110/JOs/110~1 S
.,
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. book review

Watson remembers
.
.

life wit/J, Holmes

I

The West · End Horror , a
asks Holmes to investigate is
' Posthumous Memoir by Dr.
none other than the beleagured
John H. Watson, as edited by
~George Bernard Shaw, then
Nicholas Meyer. Dutton. 222 1 whipping up some o{ the best
pages. $7.95.
musical criticism in -London
How lucky can a young
und~r t he name of Cornetti de
writer be? Nicholas Meyer,
Bhasso. Watson can not stand
who found t he first of Dr. John
t e emaciated , vegetableWatson ' s pos t humous memloving, frustrated playwright
oi~s iri a Hampshire attic;
who puts dow·n all other
fiddled with it a bit and turned
writers , including ShakesP,eare
it into The Seven-Per-Cent
himself.
Solution, has done it again.
Before the narrative ends
This time he was p~t on the
t h~ Messrs . Watson and
trail of a John ·Watson
Meyer trot out half the
manuscript by a Mr~. C. K. ' · luminarites of the Victorian
Verner, of Racine, Wisconsin. · world on center stag€ - .
It turned up in her\ Racine
literally, for the second murder
residence. (As many \ : Northvictim is a young actress, the
eastern readers will!. recall ,
forced mistress of the lecherabout six months a~o wild
ous critic, slain just off stage
rumors were sweepiliig t he
of the· Savoy Theatre, where
campus that the manuscript
Gilbert and Sullivan are trying
had been found on the poop
desperately to rehearse. In the
deck of Northeastern Professor · course of the investigation
Duke Frederick'S' sailing sloop,
Holmes a~d Watson meet up
Clio, anchored in the : Racine
with the never-smiling Oscar,
harbor<) Mrs. Verneris husWilde (bad teeth, don ' t
band was a distant rel~tive of y'know); the cadaverous Bram .
the great detective Sherlock Stoker, creator of Dracula; the
Holmes-on Holmes' mother's celebrated actress, Ellen Tei'side, of course. It was tumored ry ; Richard D'Oyly Carte, the ·
tha t the sagacious sleuth impressario, who is visibly
willed it to Mr. V.
upset by the double murders.
As th~ world well knows by A most discomfiting sight...!, to
now Holmes met up with see Carte blanch.
Sigmund Freud in the first of
We also meet up with other
Mr. Meyers ' editing jobs. Dr. luminaries : the great Victorian
Watson and Sherlock's brother actor Henry Irving: Scotland
Mycroft took the great detec- Yard 's own Inspector Les,- tive to the Viennese psychia- trade; Fra nk Harris, the
trist to kick the cocaine habit, sexual ath'lete par excellence;
and the two great . intellects and the great Shakespearian
became involved in a bizarre critic-director · Granville Barkinternational adventure.
er. It is reassuring to see how " Horror is a completely Holmes ' name has become

different caper. A nefarious,
blackm ailing critic (a. most
influe ntial soul) is fou nd
mur dered. The ~ed -hea d ed
bouncy, Irish lepra4chaun who

. r

a_ household word at t his
time - March, 1895. Even the
catankerous Shaw gives _h~n
lots of room and marvels at his
arcane knowledge and powers

of deduction.
Actually Horror isn't nearly
as clever or as exciting as The
Seven-Per-Cent Solution. But
if, as the great parodist and
detective-story writer Bob
Fish has said, the primary aim
of a good detective fiction
writer is , to keep - the reader •
turning the pages-then the
Watson-Meyer i:luo have triumped again. It is almost
impossible in this novel l or the
writer/editor to stop (Ellery
Queen-like) and challenge thr
reader to solve murders.
Ironically enough, Jonathon'
McCarthy , the slain critic,
with a last lunge of energy,
tries to reacli i for a copy of
Sha kespea re. ! What he is
trying to tell , us out-queens
Ellery Queen ; it is a Queen-like
clue. Holmes figures it out, of
course, but too much is hidden
fro~ the •reader.
The book, however, has its
moments. Some episodes are
well done, indeed ; e.g., Holmes .
and W atson watching the
phantom of the operetta, Bram
Stoker, setting down the first
words of his bloody masterpiece; the saving of the Parsee,
Achmet Singh, by Holmes-a
scene quite reminiscent of a
real -episode in the life of one
Arthur Conan Doyle, opthalmologist/literary agent. Which
brings us to the piece de
resistance of the novel:
Holmes' getting advice from a
not-too-busy opthalmologist,
Doyle himself, over the subject
of con t act lenses . Surely
Holmes must have been the

r·

1
..

Editor

Oient

Author

Holmes

..,,

I
i

!,

'I ·

-

ii

falsies for the purpose of _ revelatiorr of the horror \;is
1:
disguise.
extremely well done , and
Finally, we feel not: a little
highly reminiscent of t ~e
pride in being able to straightmovie, "Panic in tlie Streets~" ·
en out one of Mr. Meyer's
It is fitting to end wi~h
theories. Mrs. V€rn;r of'Racine
something that the editor d~d
would never have known about
straighten out: an exchange Qf
the water-stained ; tattered
telegrams between Shaw al}tl
manuscript if it were not for
Holmes - t he telegram from
her indefatigable Racine neighHolmes having been hitherto
bor, one Paul Smedegaar d ,
wrongly· attributetl to Winston ,..,
bibliphile, Sherlockian, historiChurchill. T_he telegram~
an, and at present the Most
(years later) follow:
Bold Champion of Hugo's
To Sherlock Holmes:
··
Champions, the local (Chicago )
Enclosed please fi nd two
Scion Sociey of t he Baker
tickets to opening night of my
Street Irregulars. Mr. Smedenew play, Pygmalion. Bring
gaard said he knew of the
friend if you have one.
manuscript and its contents
" .,__
~
G-:B .S .
for. q~ite awhile, but that the
To Bernard Shaw:
true nature of the West End
Unable to attend opening
horror _(and it is genuinely
night of Pygmalion. Will
frightening ) was a tale (like
attend second night if you
"The Giant Rat of Sumatra")
have one.
for which the world was not
Holmes.
yet ready. Mr. Smedegaard
Ely M. Liebow
agrees with us t ha t the
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ALSO . . . Vegetaria1)'s Delights ·
Moe, Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted,
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3336 West Bryn Mawr- •478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 11 am - 3 pm
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lree classilieds
Hey, SandyHow's "tricks"? (Heh-4eh!) We
all know about you. Your every
"move" is being watched, believe
it.
Love and kisses,
Us

wanted

lor ••le
FOR SALE: 4 pc. Bamboo
sectional comer table/end table.
For use in living room or den. Call
ext. 671 and ask for Dorothy.
FOR SALE: Bicycle: Peugeot
UO-8 24" frame, 27¼ wheels, 10
speed, water bottle and carrier.
Pump, generator lights, toe clips,
and straps iii.eluded. $110. Call
. BOB 282-6029.
FOR SAl..E: 1976 World Book
Renaissance ed. New; still in
carton. $300 or best offer. Save
$26 or more. Phone 281-2292
evenings and ask for Erich.
FOR SALE: 61 VW Convertible,
body in excellent condition, new
tires, in good mechanical shape,
asking $350. Call GR2-7442. Aiik
for Brian John.
FOR SALE: 1966 °FORD $325.
Food running conditiop. Phone
622-2811.
FOR SALE: Queen size bed. Very
good condition - 1 year old.
Englander tension ease - very
firm. Sold for $300. Consists of
mattress, box spring, and metal
frame. $100. Call 869-0761 between
5-10 p.m.
FOR SALE
$29,950

Take the train at the Elston &
LeClaire or Montrose & Cicero
station. n 1 liour you will arrive
in Fox Lake. Three blocks from
the depot, on a hill, behind the
Lakeland Shopping Plaza, is a
partially furcished, 4 room, year
round home, with a full basement,
a large garage for your boat and
car with a spacious attic above the
garage. The channel is about 300
feet from the screened-in patio,
Tips is far enough away from
chaotic Chicago and close enough
to all conveniences. You could
even live here without a · car. For
more information call 283-2517.
FOR SALE: Maple Bedroom Set:
-1 single bed w / mattress and box
spring, 2 dressers, 1 night- stand.
Also 2 desks, 2 bookcases, bridge
tables, (c.hairs also), and 4 bar
chairs. Dishes, Glassware, misc.,
etc. Call 478-9730 after 4 p.m.

WANTED: Homes for two kittens. 3 months old. One male and
one ·female. They are charming,
loveable and a little bit crazy. Call
Michael King at 685-3658.
WANTED: Driver to pick up and
take children living in North
suburbs to Day Camp in Chicago.
Will pay for gass expenses plus.
Contact Esthe11 Kaminsky at
463-6132.

personals

1

Dear Ann 0.I hope you're studying for your
board exams? Good luck with
them.
I had a grand time last Sunday
(june 27) and I'm glad you were a
part of that delightful day.
You sure are pr~tty!
Big Mac

DEAR BOBBY [bass clarinet],
Are you spoken for? As Ke or
Ju would say, I 'm still "twitter
pated."
Pie

Robert RedfordI love you! You're beautiful!
as always
Doclife is as beautiful as you make
it,
appreciator of the finer
things in life

Join us for our 2nd Anniversary
picnic on July 10th at Caldwell
Woods. Listen to WZRD and we'll
tell you all about it.
TheWiZaRDs

Handsome one:
I don't believe you. You. are
even fooling yourself. Everyone
does not screw before they are
married.
Blue eyes

CLUB to be formed by· students
with interest in Health fields . May
even earn credit/money in pursuit
of interest. Need 10 students to
form club. Call Health Service
Ext. 355 or drop in for all info.

To the Wolfm81',
That token is yours - always .
When you need " support," I'll be
around.
Love
• Peanuts

Paramedics, RN's, LPN's needed
to volunteer to take blood
pressure at Street Sale Days on
Bryn Mawr in July. Call Health
Service Ext. 355 or drop in for
details.
·

DEAR ME, [PATTI]
I'm sure I won't wear myself ,
out because I receive so much
There is· nothing so upsetting as
strength and support from my .
upsetting nothing.
friends. As for nookie-nookie
Doc 6:29
maybe you can find a partner fo;
me. Fie, what can we do. I _love
90 degree incisors, .
you.
Two years of silence can become
ROBERT REDFORD
a nasty habit, like smoking. I
would do well to give them both
DEAR JUDY,
up before they do me any more
You're, a beautiful, person and
harm.
are missed by many people (myself
Steve McQueen
included, of course) . . We hope

Dear Steve and Nancy:
It's really been great'having you
around with y our never neverending smiles. Good Luck in all
your future endeavors!
~ve, The CSC reopl
Dear Judy,
You 're right! Robert is a terrific
name. It's almost as good as ...
Doc

I

DEAR PRINT:
Words on paper that's what you
seem,
But I got to know you of complicated things.
Made of people,
Of smiles,
Of conversations,
Of dreams,
All .that whi~h clearly rings.
With a spirit and joy
Proudly saying TEAM!
Thanks for letting me be on
A grea~ team.
C. Lucki
Joe Zdiebko,
Well, in answer to last week, I
am sorry. for you. Why do you
have to stoop so low for revenge?
Just because U said no, you have
to go crying to Claude. Poor
Caude, to accuse -someone he has
never known.

RN's Interested in work-study in
Health Service. Drop in or call
· Ext. 355.
Tee-hee-hee!
I'm your newest "Queen Bee"
And, though a jock I'd rather be,
Gardner and Ray
Got nothin' on me
Anon.

----- ---------'

camp is over soon.
R.R.

R.J.K.
Thanks for the kudos, plaudits,
HEY GENERAL,
Just thought I'd say HI, so take and one or two accolades. Don't
worry, Donnie-baby will meet his
care and be good!
match.
Paula
Hawkeye_
ROBERT REDFORD :
Since I'm not in school till DEAR SECRET ADMIRER:
"I am the vagayly disc!)ncern·wednesday, I missed the deadliue
Cindy,
for personals last week. But as ible."
I really enjoyed getting high
Love, Rose
soon as I read yours, I felt
with you Thursday. I would like to
overwhelmed and had to respond.
get to know you better. Besides,
I'm fine and had,a lonely weekend
you said you read the personals so
without you. Hoping you'll reme- Steve McQueenI thought I would say HI. By the
HJ good looking! Really glad to
dy my problem.
way, the beach was nice too.
As always see you Monday. Watch · out for
Don
Dirty Maggie Mae good intentioned rats. The lights
in Sears Tower just went out for
Karen Racusen,
good . .. Don't forget to let Robert
JIMMY, , .
Chicks like you come a dime a
·
Thank you for the nice personal. Redford know.
dazen. Congratulations if you
90 degree incisors
If you're not the sweetest person I
graduate.
· know, you're definitely in the top
Goodbye fore~er,
Tom L.
Larry two.
We still love you. . .am not too
Judy
sure about Ann Smith though.
' STEPHEN:
[don't think i'm fool enough
DEAR LIZ:
It's been real? Was it? It was
to sign thi1J
You are truly the m~ster of the
too real ; too good to be true. Can
mezzanine. We love you immenseit ever be real again/? I'd like it to
President McDonaldly.
b~, but it takes• tw~.
Hang in there - the big seven
STEVE and ROBERT
Chris' Mom
still exists.

------------ --- ,

FOR SALE: 1966 Ford $325~00
Call 622-2811
------- i ---- - --

You are still my best person and
one time friend? See you forgot'
about me already! Oh well, how
soon we forget. I just want to take
time out to say happy birthday!
I am sorry things did not work
out. Maybe it is all for the best.
· your ex friend
1ay

'

/

-

lree
FREE : Kittens to good home.
White feet and chests. Extremely
healthy and litter trained. Call
278-4769.

lost
LOST: One I,.ane Tech high school
ring. Class of 72. Lost in · the
parking lot or the gym. Identified
by the initials TM . Reward. Phone
334-7227.
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Want a change in your ·
lunchtime routine?

GO - CHINESE ~
American dishes too!
Lunch served to all students
at
hours.

all

'

I

TONG'5 TEA
GARDEN
3411 W . BrynMawrAyenue
KE 9·9650
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5911 .N. Lincoln, Chicago, Illinois
Foosball Tournamen•s
Ev~ry Sunday at 4 p.m.
Money and Trophies

•
:
:
:
:
:

SUNDAY: ,
MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:
THURSDAY:
SATURDAY:

•

Dancing - Game Room
The BEST Char-broiled
Burgers in the City!

8:30 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 8:30 a.m. ·a·:3o 'a.m. MIDNIGHT

DEEP DISH PIZZANITE
LARGE PIT_CHER OF BEER~ $1.50
FREE HOT DOG WITH EACH DRINK
10:00 p.m. - BEER 25ct A GLASS
10:00 p.m. - BEER 25ct·A GLASS
DANCE CONTEST
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Express ·c linch
first place
.

.o

intramural
Volleyball

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Undefeated all season, the
Express clinched the Intramural Volleyball championship
while the Old .Timers placed
second and the Wfodjammers
stuck -it out for third.
The Express entered the
pl~yoffs as the number one
team with 10 1 consecutive
victories . The Warriors were
the second place team, the Old
Timers third, and the Windjammers were in last. In the
final pla y off matches, the
number one team played the
number three team , and two
played four in a best 2 of 3
games.
On Tuesday, June 22, the
Express played the Old Timers
and won the first game 9-6,
and the second game 8-6.
Winning two straight, and the
match, the Express played the
third game " just for laughs"
and chalked. up al)other unofficial ·win .
During the competition, Express teammate Danny Crawford came through fo~ the
team with his outstanding
serves, sets, and spiking
ability as did Joe Ziegler. Jose
"Gar Spin" Carambot with .his
top spin serves and Ellen
"Duck Legs " Dushane, a real
powethouse;' helped in racking
• up team points. Nothing got
past Sue Losch who really dug
for those low dropping smashes. And Sue Bicket was a big
contributing factor for the
team 's successful season. Bickel has been a member , of th~
UNI Girl's Volleyball team ~for

the past three years . Her
excellent all-round participation gave her teammates the
added confidence that aided in
_the team 's _winning streak.
The Express team played at
·a slight disadvantage however,
as Debbie Joyce sat out the
final playoffs with a sprained
ankle.
On the same afternoon, the
Windjammers fell to the hands
of the Warriors, two straight.
With this important victory, .
the Warriors went on to win
the Warriors went on to the
finals the following Thursday.
On Thursday, June 24, the
Express; the number one team
in the 1 :00 division, met with
the Warriors; top ranked team
in the 1: 30 league. The final
outcome, after three games,
favored the Express winning
two and tieing one.
In the opening game for first
place, the Warriors took a big
3-0 lead. _The Express came .
back after Rich "Fat Daddy"
Michniak; captain, blocked a
spike by Doug · Chapman
sparking the Express- to a 9-6
win.
After tlie game, Michniak
admitted that the Warriors
played an outstanding game,
both the guys and the girls.
;\lso on "Thursday, the
Windjammers, after Tuesday's
heartb ; eaking loss to the
Warriors, -made an all out
effort for- the third place
trophy. Up againsJ the second
ranked · team . in the 1: 00
cliv1sion, the Windjammers
, fought hard to win two

straigltt games, emerging the
victors.
Unfortunately, Windjammer
teammate Ray Kasper, also
UNI Baseball coach, was
unable to be present for the
celebration as he was on a
busi~ess trip.

EX PR l:ss ~- '-"-,,,
-- --..
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WHIRLY'S
5607 North Kimball
Chicago, Ill. 267-6676

HOT DOGS, CHEESE DOGS, CHILI
DOGS, CORN DO.GS, HAMBURGERS,
CHEESE BURGERS, GYRO BURGERS,
• BARBEOUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE,
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTOS,
. TAMALES, PIZZA STEAK, FRIES,
MUSHROOMS, CHICKEN, SHRIMPS,
SHAKES; JCE CREAM

UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases
with UNI 1.0. Card

UNI ho.s ts MGA clinic
S"tudents were also presented
by Carol Jean Zalatoris •
The Midwest Gymnastics · with specific problems facing
Association's gymnastics clin- professional coaches, and reic, hosted at Northeastern ceived practical help in gym- Illinois University, June 18, nastic events.
19, 20, attracted hundreds of . Throughout Ithe weekend,
students, teachers, and coach- gymnasts participatea in a
es from around the U .S. series of formal lecture/demoninc~uding Alexander Bard of stration sessions, problem
the U .S.S.R.; one of . the solving sessions, and workcoaches for Olympic medalist shops. Areas · of concentration
included tumbling, spotting
Olga Korbut.
Betty Meyer, Northeastem's techniques, routine choreo- .
coach for women's gymnastics graphy, dance, vaulting, and
and president of the Midwest · biomoc'hanics.
Among the coaches taking
Gymnastics Association, di- ·
part in the clinic, in addition to
reefed the program.
With an increasing need for Bard, were Dr. Gerald George,professional analysis of skills University of Southwest Louiin the area of gymnastics, the . siana; Rosemary Menes of
clinic was designed for stu- New .,, York, a • columnist for
dents and teachers. Those Gymnasts of America; Jack
attending the clinic were Medina, former head coach at
introduced to the meth_Q9.s of California State .University
teaching gymnastics, and· and director of the Kathy
briefed in various new skills. Rigby summer camps · for

. _Q fl

INTRAMURAL
VOLLEYBALL
CHAMPIONS

gymnastics; Gretchen Dousing
from New Yor}:{ · University,
and George Szypula, gymnastics coach at }.fichigan State
University.

Rich Michniak
Danny Crawford
Joe Ziegler
Jose Caramoot

Debbie Joyce
Sue Bickel
Ellen Dushane
Sue Losch

SECOND -PLACE

OLD TIMERS

Betty Guzik
Betty Meyer
Marjie Jennings
S. Faloona

THIRD PLACE . Bob Wiedmann
Doug Chapman Ken Johnson
Tim McNully

D.
R.
T.
E.

Greely
Kasper
Stepovy
Mueller

WARRIORS
Kathy _Z yrkowski
Rita Marek
Debbie Korcyl
Kathy Martys

Women participate in MGA gymnastics clinic at UNI [Phoot by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

